Physiological plasticity of single neurons in auditory cortex of the cat during acquisition of the pupillary conditioned response: II. Secondary field (AII).
The discharges of 22 single neurons were recorded in the secondary auditory cortical field (AII) during acquisition of the pupillary dilation conditioned defensive response in chronically prepared cats. All 22 neurons developed discharge plasticity in background activity, and 21/22 cells developed plasticity in their responses to the acoustic conditioned stimulus (CS). Nonassociative factors were ruled out by the use of a sensitization phase (CS and US [unconditioned stimulus] unpaired) preceding the conditioning phase and by ensuring stimulus constancy at the periphery by neuromuscular paralysis. Changes in background neuronal activity were related to measures of behavioral learning or to changes in the level of arousal. Specifically, decreases in background activity (17/22 cells) developed at the time that subjects began to display conditioned responses. Increases in background activity (5/22) developed in animals that became more tonically aroused during conditioning. However, both increases (11/22) and decreases (10/22) in evoked activity developed independently of the rate of pupillary learning, tonic arousal level, or changes in background activity. These findings indicate that changes in background activity are closely related to behavioral processes of learning and arousal whereas stimulus-evoked discharge plasticity develops solely as a consequence of stimulus pairing. A comparative analysis of the effects of conditioning on secondary and primary (AI) auditory cortex indicates that both regions develop neuronal discharge plasticity early in the conditioning phase and that increases in background activity in primary auditory cortex are also associated with elevated levels of tonic arousal. In addition, the overall incidence of single neurons developing learning-related discharge plasticity is significantly greater in AII than in AI. The relevance of these findings is discussed in terms of parallel processing in sensory systems and multiple sensory cortical fields.